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Professional World Class Vehicle Cleaning & Maintenance Products

ACN: 065 735 248   ABN: 68 065 735 248
11 Blaxland Avenue Thomastown Victoria 3074
TEL: (03) 9469 5584   FAX: (03) 9469 2348
www.batchproducts.com.au
Email: info@batchproducts.com.au

Professional World Class
Vehicle Cleaning & Maintenance Products



Batch Products is an Australian owned company that  
manufactures its own range of high quality automotive and 
industrial cleaning products.

Batch Products’ commitment to quality is backed by ongoing 
investment in the most up-to-date manufacturing facilities. 
Our highly skilled lab technicians and product directors,  
continuously keep in touch with the latest market trends  
to ensure we offer our customers the finest range of high  
performance and environmentally friendly cleaning  
products.

All products manufactured by Batch Products are made 
strictly to formula using the highest standards of quality  
control – of both raw materials and finished products – 
because Batch Products guarantees the quality of all its 
products.

When dealing with Batch Products you are dealing directly 
with the manufacturer. Additionally, as a result of our quality 
stock control procedures we are able to offer delivery within 
24–48 hours within the Melbourne metropolitan area.

Most of our products are formulated to be multifunctional 
and can be utilised for multiple cleaning tasks.  We do this 
because with 20 years’ experience we understand your  
cleaning needs.

Batch Products is equipped to also contract manufacture for 
individual clients – from all different industries even those 
customers who might have special requirements. We can  
offer extra incentive through volume discounts over and 
above our already competitive pricing.

Batch Products has a focus on compliance with Occupational 
Health and Safety requirements (OH&S), quality assurance 
and manufacturing products that are environmentally  
conscious.

We believe we can meet your requirements, and go above 
and beyond, due to our expertise and professionalism within 
the automotive and industrial industries.

Occupational Health and Safety is of the utmost importance to us and we pride ourselves on being committed to ensuring our 
clients are informed with the latest legislation regarding OH&S. We provide a comprehensive OH&S training course and have a 
full range of Product Application Charts, Material Safety Data Sheets and a complete range of labels for your applicator bottles 
and sprayers.

[AN INTRODUCTION TO BATCH PRODUCTS]

[OUR PROPOSAL]

Our Objectives
We can reduce overall costs of inventory and consolidate the 
number of creditors for your group of products 

• Reduce the hazardous chemical inventory including the risks   
and costs associated with repacking a site  

• Improve OH&S procedures including Material Safety Data  
Records, Operational and First Aid Charts and Labelling.

How We Achieve Our Objectives
• We currently stock a range of products that meet OH&S 

standards 

• We offer free in-store delivery 

• We offer the alternative of non-hazardous products to 
replace many hazardous ones 

• We will install chemical dispensing systems to accu-
rately dispense chemicals to reduce costs and the risk 
of dangerous chemicals being handled by your staff 

• We will provide two sets of Material Safety Data 
Manuals, Directional and First Aid laminated charts 
and decanted product labels will be provided for easy 
reference in the event of an accident. 
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[OH&S WORKCOVER TRAINING]

Product training is an ongoing part of our service, as we aim to help our clients prevent workplace accidents. We have  
developed a training workshop that is designed to assist you and your staff meet the obligations under the current OH&S Act  
– such as understanding how to safely use and store hazardous and dangerous substances.

This area is becoming increasingly policed and it is the legal obligation of employers to train their staff in work safe practices. 
These practices are varied and require a level of expertise that cannot be fully covered by the employer. Evidently, our aim is  
to create greater awareness in the correct use, handling and understanding of the chemicals to avoid the risk of accidents. 

Our Hazardous Substances and Dangerous Goods Training Workshop follows the guidelines set out by WorkCover and covers 
the following issues: 

[SUSTAINABILITY STATEMENT ]

Sustainability is a central element in our claim to produce  
professional world-class vehicle cleaning and maintenance  
products. Batch Products is the one providing innovative  
solutions that help to make our lives more sustainable,  
healthier, and more efficient. 

As a specialty chemicals company with a presence throughout 
Australia, Batch Products sees corporate responsibility and 
long-term business success as two sides of the same coin.  
That is reflected in the rising demand from our customers for 
products and services that demonstrate a good balance of  
economic, ecological and social factors. Sustainability has long 
since developed into a growth driver for Batch Products. 

Through our innovative capability and leading technology 
positions, we empower our customers to offer a broad range of 
resource-efficient solutions. Sales generated by our chemical  
segments come from products that make a measurable  
contribution to improving the resource efficiency of their  
applications. To reduce Batch Products carbon footprint still 
further, we are continuously optimising our processes along the 
entire value chain. We use alternative raw materials and  
biotechnological methods wherever this is possible.

How to classify dangerous chemicals including a break-
down of chemicals used in our products such as acids, 
alkali, solvents and pH

Employee and employers’ obligations in regards to the 
use of  hazardous substances set out by WorkCover

How to recognise the vital information on a Material 
Safety Data Sheet in the event of an accident.

How to recognise the vital information on a product 
label before using a hazardous product

What precautions to take, such as correct handling,  
storage procedures and safety wear, to avoid an  
accident

How to execute emergency procedures (in conjunction 
with  your OH&S representative).
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VEHICLE CLEANING
Batch Products vehicle cleaning products are perfect for use in all vehicle  

environments and deliver speed, ease of use and supreme results in a  
cost-effective manner ensuring an unrivalled performance. 
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Oil-X –  SOLVENT BASED
A solvent-based heavy duty degreaser specifically formu-
lated to remove grease and oil from engines, motors and 
machinery. It’s strong enough to clean tar and asphalt from 
painted surfaces without harming the paintwork.

Powerkleen –  ECONOMICAL & HIGH PERFORMING
This high-performance cleaner and degreaser, ideal  
to penetrate and dissolve the heaviest grease and oil.

[FALLOUT REMOVER & OVERSPRAY ]

Purple Haze –  FALLOUT REMOVER
Purple Haze Fallout is an intensive iron remover that safely 
and effectively removes any iron contamination or fallout 
on your exterior vehicle surfaces. Purple Haze targets and 
dissolves these bits of stubborn contaminants, and allows 
them to be safely removed from your vehicles paintwork. 
The advances reactive formula specifically focuses only on 
iron-based contaminants. It is suitable to be used on all  
exterior surfaces such as paintwork, aluminium,  
magnesium, stainless steel, anodised finishes, chrome, 
glass, plastic and even rubber.

Overspray & Fallout Mitt –  POLYMER TECHNOLOGY
This system works fast and achieves a professional  
result due to its new advanced rubber polymer technolo-
gy  (instead of clay bars). It removes paint overspray, water 
spots, tree sap, rail dust and other bonded contaminants 
from car surfaces.

Overspray Clay –  FALLOUT REMOVER
Removes paint overspray and fallout from car paintwork, 
plastics and glass. Excellent for the removal of tree sap 
residue.

[HYDROCARBON DEWAXERS]

Stripper 10 –  REMOVES PETROLEUM WAXES  
A powerful solvent-blend dewaxer for hot water pressure 
systems and the removal of the hardest petroleum waxes.

Foam Brush –  HIGH FOAM, HIGH CONCENTRATION
This product comprises a special blend of surfactants that  
produce a foam blanket that rinses away easily. Ingredients 
provide lubrication for roller brush filaments.

Weather Shield –  CONTAINS WAX & DRYING AGENT
Weather Shield is a drying agent and wax in one. Weather 
Shield protects and repels water, dirt and contaminates for 
an unrivalled protection and shine. 

[AUTOMATIC CAR WASHES]

By using Batch Products convenient chemical dilution 
equipment, you will save you up to 80% on chemical 
consumption which ultimately prevents waste and 
reduces unwanted spending.

 80%
ON YOUR CHEMICAL  

CONSUMPTION

SAVE UP TO

G1000 –  ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
This product is the latest in heavy-duty cleaners and de-
greasers containing natural citrus solvents. It is formulated 
to remove grease and oil from engines, wheels and concrete. 
G1000 is non-caustic and environmentally friendly.

Powermax –  SUPER CONCENTRATED
Ultra-efficient and economical across a wide variety of 
cleaning applications. Uses an advanced surfactant /  
detergent system to deliver high powered cleaning  
without dulling painted surfaces.

VEHICLE CLEANING

[DEGREASERS & TRAFFIC FILM REMOVERS]

Royal Red –  NEXT GENERATION DEGREASER
This Product has advanced cleaning and degreasing 
properties. Its sophisticated formula out-performs all other 
cleaners and degreasers on the market. It has outstanding 
dilution rates due to its highly concentrated levels.

Citrus Safe –  CITRUS BOOSTED
This product is the most concentrated citrus cleaner on the 
market.  Its powerful and safe formula is a great all-round 
product and can be used as a degreaser, or as an interior 
and fabric cleaner.



LATEST TECHNOLOGY IN SNOW FOAM

Wash‘n’Glow –  WASH & WAX CONCENTRATE
Wash ‘n’ Glow is a high foam, high wax formulation. It also 
contains a special drying agent which ensures the treated 
surface to have a stain and residue finish.

Verry Berry –  ECONOMICAL CAR WASH
Verry Berry is a silicone-free wash and wax car shampoo, 
which cleans and shines paintwork in on easy action.

Reaction –  IDEAL FOR TRUCKS & BUSES
A heavy duty, high foaming, non-streaky detergent great for 
washing trucks, buses, food transport vehicles and cars. It 
contains traffic wax to repel further grime penetration.
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Bike Safe –  NON-CORROSIVE, SUPER CONCENTRATED
Motorcycles contain surfaces that can be damaged by  
solvent and alkaline-based cleaners. Batch Products has  
developed an easy-to-use multi-purpose, wash and cleaner, 
to spray over the entire motorcycle body to remove  
stubborn traffic film, salt, brake dust and grease to keep 
your motorcycle in an immaculate condition.

Snow Foam –  LOW ALKALINE
Unlike the majority of alkaline cleaners, Snow Foam is  
a non-corrosive highly concentrated foam cleaning  
detergent which has exceptional soaking power to safely 
clean all types of vehicles. It is easy to rinse and leaves a 
water repellent, shiny finish. Snow foam delivers a visual 
foam blanket making it ideal for car and truck cleaning. 
Clinging foam assists in cleaning performance for removal 
of traffic film, bug splatter,  grease and oil. Contains high 
gloss enhancers.

Snow Blast –  PH NEUTRAL
Snow blast is the result of extensive in-house research.  
Our formula will significantly reduce the possibility of 
damage to paintwork by breaking down stubborn dirt and 
road film. Snow Blast is a new generation of pH neutral, 
water-based foam wash which is safe to use on pre-waxed, 
polished and coated surfaces.

Snow White –  ADVANCED CLEANING TECHNOLOGY
The most concentrated foam available. Snow White creates 
a clinging, long-lasting and high-density foam with hyper 
surfactants to penetrate through grease, grime and static 
dirt. Snow White contains polymer gloss enhancers for an 
unbeatable shine.

VEHICLE CLEANING

Power Safe –  TRAFFIC FILM REMOVER
Designed to clean cars, trucks and buses, this product  
has been specially formulated to clean dirt from painted  
surfaces, brake dust from wheels; plus oil and grease from 
chassis and engines. Power Safe contains a traffic wax to 
repel further dirt penetration leaving a water resistant, 
shiny finish.

[CAR, BUS & TRUCK WASH]

One Step –  LOADED WITH WAX
A unique 3 in 1 car wash fulfilling three wishes at once, 
wash, gloss and protection. Batch Products is the first to 
succeed in unifying these active products together for a 
supreme finish.



VEHICLE CLEANING

[GLASS CLEANERS & WINDSCREEN ADDITIVES]

Glass Glow –  ALL-IN-ONE CLEANER & POLISH
A superior glass polish cleans and polishes, in one action, 
leaving a protective coating for water flow.

Clear Image –  CLEANS IN ALL WEATHER CONDITIONS 
Alcohol-based glass cleaner that cleans equally well in hot 
or cold conditions.

Spotless –  REMOVES RESIDUE, FILM AND SPLATTERS
This glass cleaner concentrate is the latest in nanotechnol-
ogy easily removing vinyl fog residue, smoke film and bug 
splatters, producing crystal clear streak-free glass.

See More Windscreen Additive –  PROTECTS WIPER RUBBERS
This product removes dirt and insect debris stuck on  
windscreens. See More has specialised ingredients to
prevent smearing; plus contains lubricant properties to  
preserve and protect windscreen wiper rubbers.
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[ WHEEL CLEANERS]

Kleen Wheels –  SAFE & EASY TO USE
A revolutionary non-acidic wheel cleaner for the easy and 
safe removal of ingrained black brake dust.

Mag 555 –  POWERFUL ALUMINIUM BRIGHTENER                                      
A powerful acidic wheel cleaner with foaming action for 
rapid removal of ingrained black brake dust from wheels 
and wheel trims. This is an excellent aluminium cleaner.

Wheel Brite –  POWER WHEEL CLEANER
Wheel Brite is a highly concentrated, super powerful high foam-
ing wheel cleaner. It is ideal for alloy wheel cleaning and alumin-
ium brightening as it cleans and brightens in one motion.

Purple Haze –  PH NEUTRAL, ACID-FREE

Batch Products continues with their innovative product 
designs for the needs of amateur and professional detailers 
with this fast-acting brake dust cleaner creating Purple Haze 
– making which has become one of the quickest acting 
wheel cleaners on the market to date! The powerful blend 
of road grime surfactants and active brake dust dissolving 
agents turns brake dust purple and road grime brown, as 
it gently loosens these stubborn contaminants. Acid-free 
and pH neutral, It ’s safe on all types of wheels even your 
paintwork.

FEATURE

PRODUCT

Wheel Power –  LOOSENS AND DISSOLVES  
Wheel Power is a super-strength acid free concentrated wheel 
cleaner. Wheel power is highly effective at loosening and  
dissolving brake  dust and grime from heavily soiled wheels.

Full Effect –  LOW HAZARD                                      
Full Effect is a water based organic acid cleaner specifically 
designed for removing brake dust build-up and other soils 
from all types of wheels and aluminium components. It is 
widely used for vehicles where brake dust is highly  
prominent.

Wipe Out –  WATER SPOT REMOVER
Wipe Out Water Spot Remover for glass removes stubborn 
hard water spots and stains from any exterior glass surface. 
Powerful mineral-dissolving agents scrub away sun-baked 
sediments and salt spray. Wipe Out Water Spot remover 
restores clarity and optimum visibility.

pH Neutral Colour Indicator Safe on Wheels

SCAN TO WATCH THE VIDEO DEMO ON OUR WEBSITE
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Brilliance –  RESIN TECHNOLOGY
Brilliance has advanced resin technology, creating a glossy 
coating that bonds to the tyre delivering a long lasting, weather 
resistant shine.

[ TYRE DRESSINGS]

Unigloss –  NON-FLICK 
State-of-the-art tyre and rubber dressing, which does not flick or 
leave tyre causing splatter on vehicle bodies.

Tyre Gloss –  HIGH GLOSS
A clear silicone dressing formulated for tyres, vinyl and rubber.

Endurance –  WATER-BASED TYRE GEL
Endurance tyre gel has special polymers that dry leaving a  
waterproof and weather resistant finish which delivers a rich, 
dark, high gloss finish to tyres with virtually no sling or spin-off.  

All Sheen –  BODY SHOP SAFE
A water based, non-greasy tyre and interior dressing,  
which dries to a natural sheen. Body Shop Safe.

Tyre Foam (Aerosol) –  HIGH GLOSS TYRE FOAM
Dissolves dirt and road film and leaves a glossy shine.  
Just spray on and walk away. No wiping required!

[INTERIOR & EXTERIOR CONDITIONERS]
Super Static (Aerosol) –  SATIN GLOSS FINISH
An instant aerosol dressing for all interior plastic, vinyl trim,  
dashboards and consoles. Super Static leaves a dry matt finish.

PVR –  PLASTIC VINYL RUBBER CREAM 
Specially formulated product for use on all type’s bumpers, plas-
tics and rubbers. PVR rejuvenates and bring back a natural finish.

Plastic Magic –  HIGH GLOSS, LONG-LASTING 
Exterior plastic & bumper gel renovator for rapid restoration 
of all exterior plastics, bumpers, door strips, mirror casings. 
Gives `as-new’ gloss appearance. Non-tack, long lasting finish

Static Trim (Aerosol) –  GLOSS FINISH 
An instant aerosol dressing for all interior and exterior plastic, 
vinyl trim, dashboards and consoles.

All Sheen –  NON-SILICONE
A silicone-free instant dressing for all interior and exterior plastic, 
vinyl trim, dashboards and consoles.

Re-Glow –  SURFACE REJUVENATOR
An universal plastic and dashboard dressing that revitalises  
the appearance of vinyl leather and rubber.

[INTERIOR CLEANERS]

Interior Foam Cleaner (Aerosol) –  HIGH FOAM
A high foaming cleaner that contains a balanced blend of 
active ingredients to clean dirt and grime from fabric, seats, 
carpets and interior roof linings. 

Extraction 1 –  ANTI-STATIC INTERIOR SHAMPOO
A highly concentrated extraction liquid, containing fabric con-
ditioners and optical brighteners that will leave carpet interiors 
stain-free. It also acts as a sanitiser and disinfectant.

Multikleen –  1000+ USES
A 3 in 1 cleaner that will safely clean carpets, vinyl and all  
interior fittings leaving no harsh solvent smells.

Stains Off –  SPOT CLEANER
A solvent carpet spotter that removes grease, oil and ink from 
carpet, fabric and upholstery.

[SOLVENT BASED CLEANERS]
Batchsol –  SAFETY SOLVENT
A highly refined cleaning solvent.

Tar Off –  FAST-ACTING                                     
A fast acting solvent-based tar and adhesive remover.  
Contains emulsifiers so it can be easily rinsed off.

Solwash –  FAST EVAPORATING
Will quickly and effectively remove dirt, oil and brake dust from 
brakes, clutches engines and electrics. Evaporates completely 
after use leaving no residue.

Adhesive Remover –  LOW ODOUR
Removes adhesives and many other sticky substances  
safely from almost any surface without damage. 

LPC –  DEEP, GENTLE CLEANER
Leather & Plastic Cleaner restores “like new” appearance to 
leather, plastic and vinyl surfaces. Its special penetrating 
formula cleans all the way down to the pores and leaves 
surfaces clean and film-free.

Leather Care –  DEEP RICH SHEEN
Your leather will look and feel the way it was intended: 
soft, supple, and moisturised. It even has a natural leather 
fragrance! Leather Care also contains gentle cleaners that 
lift stains and soil out of the pores.

VEHICLE CLEANING
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The New Millennium range of polishes contain no  
volatile silicones and are body shop approved.

POLISHES & COMPOUNDS



Ultra Glaze –  DIMINISHING ABRASIVE TECHNOLOGY                                     
Ultra Glaze is Batch Products most versatile finishing & swirl 
remover Compound that can be used to remove holograms, 
light defects or haze to produce a high gloss finish.

[FINISHING COMPOUNDS]

Spray Cleaner & Polish –  NO WATER REQUIRED 
A quick and easy method for removing road grime, bugs, 
dust, dirt and the dullness associated with ozone-induced 
oxidation. It will restore painted surfaces to a showroom 
shine, without the use of water or harsh cleaners.

Luminous –  SYNTHETIC SPRAY WAX 
Luminous spray wax has been developed with hydrophobic 
polymer technology to produce a supreme deep gloss.  
It is easily sprayed on and wiped off.

Fast Wax –  P.T.F.E PAINT PROTECTION TECHNOLOGY
Our premium grade car polish contains P.T.F.E for longer 
paintwork protection. This product has excellent detergent 
resistance, does not cause dust, contains a high water  
beading feature and leaves a lustrous shine.

Deep Shine –  HIGH GLOSS POLYMER POLISH 
A revolutionary synthetic polymer engineered to eliminate 
fine swirls creating a deep, dark and rich shine.

Last Detail –  CONTAINS CARNAUBA WAX
A sprayable carnauba wax that is quick and easy-to-use 
even on hot and dusty surfaces. This is a superior product 
that leaves a deep and natural long lasting finish on  
surfaces like paintwork and plastics. Wiping off with a Batch 
Products’ soft polish towel is highly recommended for  
best results.

Express Wax –  EASY APPLICATION
Formulated to produce a high gloss long-term protection  
on all painted surfaces.

Pure Finish –  UNMATCHED DEEP GLOSS FINISH
Designed by detailers for detailers. Pure Finish has a unique  
formulation that removes swirls, holograms and light paint  
defects. The extremely fine nano-particles guarantee an 
outstanding final finish with unmatched deep gloss. 

[POLISHING]

• Superglue
• Polishing rags
• Surface blend
• Buff pads
• Microfibre cloths
• Chamois
 
 

• Extra fine filler
• Zinc spray aerosol
• Cavity wax aerosol
• Pump spray bottles
• Matt black aerosol
• Gloss black aerosol
• Wheel silver aerosol

Body Shop Extras

Intensive Polish – DESIGNED FOR DARK COLOURS   
An intensive polish that uses specialised European  
technology. This super fine compound removes swirls and  
light scratches on dark coloured cars with an exceptionally  
high gloss finish.

Next Generation
Technology

Removes
Holograms & SwirlsDeep Gloss

FEATURE
PRODUCT
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POLISHES & COMPOUNDS

Dazzle –  METAL POLISH
Dazzle is specially formulated for easy application, long 
lasting durability and high-quality shine. Dazzle contains 
high-quality abrasives, advance cleaners and sealers.  
Dazzle will safely, shine and protect all metal surfaces.



[CUT TING COMPOUNDS]

Power Cut –  REMOVES P1500 ABRASIVE MARKS
A revolutionary heavy cutting compound that removes deep 
scratches with minimal swirls. This paste will remove P1500 
abrasive marks in seconds whilst leaving a brilliant shine.

Ultimate Cut –  HIGH CUT, HIGH GLOSS
A super fast, heavy cutting, low swirl compound for the  
removal of deep scratches and oxidised paint. One of the 
only compounds on the market that has high cutting  
capabilities whilst leaving a superior gloss finish.

Fine Cut –  ONE-STEP COMPOUND
Specially designed for scratch resistant, clear coats.  
This product is less abrasive, but will generate a higher 
gloss finish even on dark colours.

TOP SELLING COMPOUND

Pure Cut        
 –  NEXT GENERATION PERFORMANCE COMPOUND
Pure Cut is an innovative cutting compound 
designed to remove scratches and swirls while 
leaving a glossy finish on light and dark coloured 
painted and clear coated surfaces.

K E Y  B E N E F I T S

Removes
Scratches & Swirls

Effective on both  
dark & light paintwork Low Dust
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Cutting Power Gloss Rate Protection Level       Hand
Application

     Machine
Application

Luminous

Xpress Wax

Intensive Polish

Fast Wax

Deep Shine

Ultra Glaze

Fine Cut

Power Cut

Ultimate Cut

Pure Cut

-

-

2.5

1

1

3

3.5

4.5

4.5

5

5

4.5

4.5

4.5

5

4

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

4

4

4

4.5

5

2.5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Extra Heavy: 5      Heavy: 4      Medium: 3          Fine: 2           Microfine: 1        None: -Cutting Power

Gloss Rate
Protection LevelLegend Brilliant: 5              High: 4         Medium: 3          Low: 2           Very Low: 1         None: -

Brilliant: 5              High: 4         Medium: 3          Low: 2           Very Low: 1         None: -

POLISHES & COMPOUNDS



WORKSHOP SUPPLIES
Batch Products has all your workshop needs covered from Air Conditioner Disinfectant 
to Silicones. Batch Products stocks popular brands such as Bluechem, Car – Rep, Cyclo, 

Forch and Orapi, this means Batch can supply products that not only  
deliver outstanding results but also offer value for money.
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WORKSHOP SUPPLIES

Purity –  KILLS GERMS  
Kills bacteria and fungi build-up and effectively removes bad 
odours and animal smells. The healthiest and most effective 
way to kill germs and odours in all air conditioning systems.

Battery Terminal Protector – PREVENTS CORROSION 
This strong water repellent coating will protect battery  
terminals and other electrical connectors against corrosion, 
drops in voltage to lengthen battery life.

Battery Terminal Cleaner –  REMOVES CORROSION
An unique and effective product suitable for use on all 
types of batteries. It dissolves the acid deposits on battery 
terminals – foaming action allows penetration and  
emulsification of dirt and grease deposits – plus detects 
acid leaks or acid formation. The yellow foam turns pink in 
acid media, neutralising the acid build-up, the additives  
in the formula raise the acid pH to a neutral level.

Brake & Parts Cleaner –  DRIES FAST, NO RESIDUE
This product quickly and effectively removes brake dust,  
grime and brake fluid build-up to enable the brakes to  
function properly without any mechanical hindrance.  
This non-chlorinated product dries fast without leaving  
any residue and can also be used to clean electrical  
components such as alternators and contacts (also  
available in 20ltr).

Industry Cleaner –  REMOVES STICKY RESIDUES
Quickly removes chewing gum, adhesive, labels and 
graffiti; plus it removes heavy soiling from fabric and hard 
surfaces.

HPL 4000 –  DURABLE ADHESIVE LUBRICANT 
A super-penetrant lubricant and protectant spray that 
provides all the necessary characteristics of penetration, 
lubrication and protection to all types of metal surfaces,  
threads and sliders. The synthetic components ensure the  
product functions in extremes of heat and cold.

Carburettor & Throttle Body Cleaner
 – REMOVES HEAVY CARBON BUILD-UP
A heavy-duty, non-chlorinated cleaner specifically  
designed to attack dirt and fuel-related gum varnish and 
carbon deposits, which are commonly found on carburet-
tors and TBI units. Oxygen sensor and catalytic converter 
safe, meets and exceeds OEM service requirements  
(also available in 20ltr).

Electrical Contact Cleaner –  QUICK DRY
Quickly and effectively dissolves and removes oil, dirt 
and oxidation build-up on all types of electrical contacts, 
switches, terminals and connectors. Its easy-to-use aerosol 
format and extension tube allows for direct and precise 
application to affected areas even in hard to reach places. 
Electrical Contact Cleaner dries quickly and leaves no  
harmful residue. 

MPL 1000 –  LUBRICATES, PENETRATES & PROTECTS
A multi-purpose lubricant that will penetrate rust, lubricate  
surfaces and parts that are tight and binding, plus it repels  
moisture from surfaces. This product meets and exceeds 
OEM service requirements (also available in 20ltr). Suitable 
for automotive, marine, shop and household applications.

Silicone Spray –  LUBRICATES & PROTECTS
A cost-effective aerosol product, excellent for treating and  
maintaining rubber door mouldings, beautify and protect  
rubber and plastic bumpers; and eliminate squeaks.  
Suitable for automotive, home, marine and shop uses.  
It also acts as a waterproofing agent and meets OEM  
Service Requirements (also available in 20ltr).

No Squeak –  FOR USE ON DISC BREAKS
Effectively eliminates disc brake squeaking caused when 
brake pads slip.

[ WORLD CLASS AEROSOL RANGE]

Anti Seize – LUBRICANT FOR BRAKES       
Specially created for thermal reactions. Use to prevent 
seizing, corrosion, wear caused by chemical, atmospheric 
or thermal reactions and ensures the permeate protection 
against rust and oxidation. Anti-Seize significantly facilitates 
assembly and dismantling of metal parts, reducing  
downtime and maintenance manpower.

Copper Grease –  HIGH-TEMPERATURE LUBRICANT 
A high-temperature lubricant to avert the fusion, seizing, 
rusting or thread distortion of parts. A must-have for all 
exhaust and manifold fittings.

Curtain Track Lube –  FOR A SMOOTH CURTAIN GLIDE
An anti-static formulation to ensure curtain rollers on trucks 
and trailers work smoothly and reliably. Suitable for curtain 
side track rollers, channel lubrication, ensures smooth 
curtain operation without excessive drag and helps reduce 
roller wear for longer life.



TOP SELLING AEROSOL PRODUCT

Rubber Care –  MAINTAINS & PROTECTS
A high slip, long-lasting lubricant that is highly effective 
on door rubbers, window channels, steering columns and 
pedal shafts. Rubber Care maintains and protects the life of 
all rubber components.

Continued

[FLOOR CLEANERS]

Floorsmart –  SUITABLE FOR PAINTED FLOORS
Floorsmart is a heavy duty, low foam floor cleaner suitable 
for machine use. This product can also be used as a pre-
spray degreaser on stubborn grime, dirt and grease.

Floorpower –  SOLVENT BOOSTED
A highly concentrated multi-purpose solvent based floor 
cleaner for workshop floors. Non-hazardous and highly 
effective.

Rust Breaker with Ice  
–  BREAKS THROUGH RUST EASILY & QUICKLY 
A specialised product that works by using a freezing/
micro-cracking action on an affected area or surface. 
The freezing effect causes surface rust to crack and 
break away, which then allows the penetrating oils to 
reach deeper into the affected areas, seized parts are 
loosened quicker to reduce the risk of further damage 
to the affected area.

White Lithium Grease with Teflon
–  GREASE LUBRICATOR
An easy-to-use aerosol format White Grease is a multi-use  
grease lubricant that will provide the following  
benefits: ease of application, light even coating, white  
colour, non-splatter formula, resistance to washout, rust 
and corrosion protection; and no product sag depending 
on coverage thickness.

[ WORLD CLASS AEROSOL RANGE]

Spray Paint –  MADE IN FINLAND
Our spray paint range includes: Gloss and Satin Black, Gloss 
White, Yellow, Red and Wheel Silver.

•  Mop buckets
•  Floor mops
•  Heavy-duty workshop brooms
•  Latex, vinyl and nitrile gloves

Workshop Extras
•  Superglue
•  Plastic seat covers
•  Paper floor mats
•  Windscreen additive
•  Workshop rags

K E Y  B E N E F I T S

Fast Acting Highly Concentrated Low Odour

WORKSHOP SUPPLIES
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Batch Products’ hand cleaners use quality ingredients that deeply cleanse  
and protect the skin against dryness and dermatitis. Our premium hand cleaners have  
a unique “after-feel” that is proof of the quality ingredients used in our formulas. 

HAND CLEANING
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[INDUSTRIAL HAND CLEANERS]

Protect Plus –  GENTLE ON HANDS, STRONG ON GREASE
A solvent-free, heavy-duty hand cleaning paste containing 
wood flour as an abrasive to be gentle on hands, but easily 
removes tough grease and grime.

Active Ultra  –  REMOVES PAINT FROM HANDS
Active ultra is an anti-bond adhesive and paint remover 
designed to clean the skin when regular hand wash won’t 
do the job.

Handex –   LIQUID HAND SOAP
A neutral pH, petroleum and solvent-free hand cleaner  
designed to clean medium to heavily soiled hands. It has an 
antiseptic to prevent industrial dermatitis and leaves hands  
soft and clean.

TOP SELLING HAND CLEANER

K E Y  B E N E F I T S

Gentle on 
Hands Solvent Free Cuts through

Grease

Soft Hands –  HEAVY DUTY CLEANING 
The latest in non-solvent hand cleaning.   
Soft Hands has no competitors leaving all 
other products in its wake.  Not only does this 
product out perform all other hand cleaners on 
the market, it has excellent skin compatibility.  
Soft Hands is a unique product as it contains a 
special blend of surfactants to clean the  
heaviest soiling from hands whilst leaving  
the skin feeling very soft.

HAND CLEANING

[BEFORE & AFTER WORK HAND CARE]

Before Work Cream  –  BARRIER CREAM
Protecting the skin from harsh chemicals, irritants, and  
sanitisers is an important step for maintaining skin integrity 
and protect yourself against occupational skin diseases.  
Batch Product Before work cream aid in washing hands and 
are a pro-active step to protect and maintain a healthy skin.

After Work Cream  –  MOISTURISER
Restoring the skin to its natural state of health is  
fundamental to maintain a healthy skin. It helps to prevent  
dermatitis and skin disease. Skin that’s continuously 
exposed to harsh chemicals, abrasive material or dying 
elements becomes depleted of its natural moisture and 
integrity. Damaged or dry skin becomes a weakness to the 
body, allowing contaminants to penetrate through the 
skin. Prevent possible body harm or illness by restoring  
the skin to its natural state through the regular use  
of a moisturising after-care product.

Active Force  –  NATURAL OLIVE CORE SCRUBBERS
Active Force hand wash is fully environmental friendly. 
Designed with all natural olive core scrubbers and a 100% 
biodegradable packaging. 



[HAND CLEANER DISPENSER SOLUTIONS]
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Total Skin Care 3 Board
Batch Products specifically designed our 3 Board system to 
deliver the right amount of product every time, minimising 
overuse and wastage.
 
The Batch 2000 Wall Dispenser dispenses the exact amount 
necessary to clean even the dirtiest hands with a single 
wash.
 
Before & After Work Dispensers are designed to apply a small 
concentrated amount of barrier cream or after work cream 
to protect the hands before you start work and or restore the 
skin to its natural state of health.

Our Hand Cleaning Dispensers 
are manufactured to:
•  Reduce dermatitis by 

cutting out cross-contamination
 

•  Cut costs
 

• Provide over 600 hand washes  
per dispenser refill

 
• Be low-maintenance

 
• Be robust and easy to clean

HAND CLEANING



WASHROOM &
CLEANING PRODUCTS

Cleaning Performance without compromise. Batch’s Washroom & Cleaning  
Products deliver new and innovative commercial cleaning product technologies 

that are based on proven formulations.
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WASHROOM & CLEANING PRODUCTS

[PREMIUM DISHWASHING]

Energy –  ENZYME TECHNOLOGY
A premium low foaming, powder detergent for dishwash-
ing machines. Removes the toughest stains from all cutlery 
and glassware.

Apple Fresh (Apple fragrance) –  SUPER CONCENTRATED 
A neutral pH, high foaming dishwashing detergent ideal for 
sink washing. This biodegradable product is formulated to 
clean pots, pans, cutlery, dishes, glassware and utensils.

[FLOOR CLEANERS]

Floorsmart –  SUITABLE FOR PAINTED FLOORS
Floorsmart is a heavy duty, low foam floor cleaner suitable 
for machine use. This product can also be used as a pre-
spray degreaser on stubborn grime, dirt and grease.

Floorpower –  SOLVENT BOOSTED 
A highly concentrated multi-purpose solvent based floor 
cleaner for workshop floors. Non-hazardous and highly 
effective.

[DISINFECTANT ]

Air Freshener –  ODOUR ELIMINATOR
A highly concentrated air freshener with odour neutralising 
properties that actually remove unpleasant stale odours 
and smells from vehicle, workplace and home interiors.
Fragrances: Auto Cologne, Blueberry, Banana, Musk, New 
Car, Strawberry, Tutti Fruitti, Vanilla

Stay Fresh –  COMMERCIAL GRADE DISINFECTANT 
A pleasantly scented commercial grade disinfectant designed to 
clean, deodorise and disinfect all hard surfaces areas.

Fragrances: Apple, Lemon, Musk, Vanilla, No Odour

[AIR FRESHENERS]

Commercial
Grade

Variety of  
Fragrances Multi-Purpose

FEATURE

PRODUCT
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WASHROOM & CLEANING PRODUCTS

Hyper-Brite –  ULTRA CONCENTRATED 
A fragrant and economical laundry powder – to use in hot 
or cold water – which will clean, soften and remove stains.

Hyper-Brite Liquid –  SUITABLE FOR FRONT & TOP LOADER
This product is pleasant smelling, economical and formulat-
ed with a special blend of selected ingredients designed to 
give a cleaner and brighter wash.

Grill Off –  OVEN & GRILL CLEANER 
A highly concentrated, powerful liquid designed to clean  
ovens, grills and deep fryers with a neutral odour.

[LAUNDRY PRODUCTS]

[KITCHEN & WASHROOM MAINTENANCE]

TBC 5000 –  HOSPITAL-GRADE DISINFECTANT 
A mild acid urinal and toilet bowl cleaner. Removes uric 
acid and rust stains safely, while at the same time,  
disinfects and deodorisers any unpleasant smells.

Clear Image –  STREAK FREE 
A glass, mirror and window cleaner that leaves a streak-free, 
shiny finish.

Toilet Tabs –  URINAL LOLLIES 
Batch Products deodorant lollies are perfect for urinals  
within office space, workshop and shopping centre  
rest rooms. They are long lasting and release pleasant  
aroma that lingers

No.1 CHOICE IN DISHWASHING

Multikleen –  1000+ USES 
An economical heavy-duty spray and wipe cleaner that will 
make cleaning easy, leaving no streaks

K E Y  B E N E F I T S

Gentle on 
Hands Biodegradable Cuts through

Grease

Apple Fresh Testimonial
“Love the fact that I only have to use a 
smaller amount to wash my dishes.  
My dishes look a lot cleaner especially 
my mugs and smells a lot nicer. Don’t 
have to scrub as hard. Also noted very 
gentle on my hands. Definitely will be 
buying from now on and letting my 
friends and family know how good it is.

EMMA’S CLEANING SERVICE
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[NOTES / RECOMMENDATIONS]
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[ WE STOCK THESE BRANDS]

•   Non Petroleum Hand Cleaner     •   Coolant      •   Spray Bottles   •   Buff Pads   •   Steel Wool   

•   Degreasers   •   Paper Floor Mats   •   Blades & Scrapers   •   Paper Roll Towel   

•   Garbage Bags   •   Toilet Paper   •   Car Wash Mops   •   Polishes & Waxes   

•   Windcheater Rags   •   Plastic Seat Covers   •   Chamois & Sponges   •   Windscreen Additive   

•   Mops & Mop Buckets   •   Interleaved Hand Towel   •   Latex, Nitrile & Rubber Gloves   

•    Tissues   •   Linen Rags   •   Nappy Rags   •   Singlet Rags   

•   Flannel Rags   •   Centrefeed Hand Towel 


